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Feedback on Special Consideration

Check Feedback on Special Consideration of
Other Experiences and Achievements in Competitions / Activities (OEA)
INTRODUCTION

If you have submitted Other Experiences and Achievements in Competitions or Activities (OEA) information, you may be given conditional offer(s) by the 9 JUPAS participating-institutions and / or the SSSDP institutions based on the OEA information you have submitted.

You can check the feedback on special consideration of OEA and the related information as from the specified date before the release of the HKDSE Examination results.

If you are given conditional offer(s), you will be guaranteed place(s) in the programme(s) concerned as long as you fulfil the condition(s) as specified by the 9 JUPAS participating-institution(s) and / or the SSSDP institution(s) offering you conditional offer(s). However, conditional offer(s) given may be WITHDRAWN if the required supporting document(s) are not received by the JUPAS Office on or before the specified deadline.

If you want to know more details about OEA, please visit the sections of “Other Experiences and Achievements in Competitions / Activities (OEA)” and “FAQ” at the JUPAS website.
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1. **CHECK Feedback on OEA**

You are not required to respond to the feedback at this stage as your application will continue to be considered by the 9 JUPAS participating-institutions and / or the SSSDP institutions in the Main Round exercise. The final decision on admission will be announced together with the JUPAS Main Round offer results.

If you are given conditional offer(s), you **MUST** submit the certified true copies of the relevant supporting document(s) to the JUPAS Office during the specified period. You will be notified by the JUPAS Office by email and SMS of the details of submission.

**Note**

Conditional offer(s) given may be **WITHDRAWN** if the required supporting document(s) are not received by the JUPAS Office on or before the specified deadline.

1.1 Log on your [JUPAS account](#) and click “Offer Results”.
1.2 You will see feedback on special consideration of OEA on this page.

Note
You **SHOULD** log out from the JUPAS online application system when you have finished using it.